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Handing responses are somewhat softer than in the
others, primarily because the all-season Michelin Pilot
HXs are chosen for ride smoothness and silence more
than for athletic feats. On those passenger-comfort
issues, the TSX excels. Skidpad grip measured 0.83
g with a reliable amount of understeer. On the road,
you have the feeling of fleet-footed agility; the Acura
is quick to change directions and has effortless con-
trol at any speed.

In our 800 miles of evaluation, overall fuel
economy was 25 mpg, tied with the Audi and 2 mpg
behind the most-frugal Volvo. In our metro loop, the
Acura’s 31 mpg was the top mark. We were reminded,
during this jaunt, of this high-revving four’s out-
standing flexibility. It lugs down well below 800 rpm
in sixth gear without complaint and accelerates hap-
pily at the touch of your toe. For smooth starts from
zero, however, we’d appreciate a less aggressive
throttle linkage. It’s too zingy now, and unnecessarily
hard on the clutch.

The steering has a similar light-to-the-touch quick-
ness, making the TSX feel alive and agile for urban
maneuvers. At higher speeds, when straight down the
road is the goal, the mood turns a little nervous; the
path weaves in response to unseen forces. 

The TSX has a zesty eagerness about it, like the
high-winding Acura Integra Type R of the later ’90s.
We can’t stop grinning when we’re in the cockpit.
But there’s much more here—this car tied with or
topped all the others in 17 of the 22 rating categories.
Call it accomplished, call it irresistible, call it the
class of the less-than-30-large field.                              ■

Results Acura Audi Subaru Volvo
TSX A4 1.8T Legacy 2.5GT S40 T5

driver comfort (10) 10 9 8 8
front-seat space* (10) 7 6 10 8

ergonomics (10) 9 9 8 8
rear-seat comfort (5) 5 3 4 4
rear-seat space* (5) 4 4 4 5

trunk space* (5) 4 4 3 5
features/amenities* (10) 10 7 7 9

fit and finish (10) 10 9 8 8
styling (10) 9 8 8 7

value (10) 9 7 9 8
total (85) 77 66 69 70

engine output* (10) 8 7 10 9
performance* (10) 8 6 10 10

throttle response (10) 9 8 9 8
engine NVH (10) 9 7 8 8

transmission (10) 10 7 8 8
total (50) 44 35 45 43

performance* (10) 10 10 8 10
steering feel (10) 9 9 8 9

brake feel (10) 9 8 8 9
handling (10) 9 8 8 9

ride (10) 10 7 8 8
total (50) 47 42 40 45

gotta-have-it factor (25) 22 17 19 18
fun to drive (25) 22 18 20 20
grand total (235) 212 178 193 196

finishing order 1 4 3 2

*These objective scores are calculated from the vehicles’ dimensions, capacities, and/or test results.
Best in test.
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